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About This Game

We take you to one of the most famous and scenic British main lines at the time of the transition from steam to diesel power.
With 10 different types of locomotives and dozens of rolling stock items at your disposal you decide what train to drive.
Sessions featuring Anglo-Scottish expresses, local stopping trains, fast freights, heavy mineral, slow pickup goods or trip

workings offer a rich variety of services for your enjoyment. The 87 mile route from Skipton to Carlisle over the wild and
remote Pennine moors will test your driving skills and ability to keep to schedule. Prototypical topography, track plans,
gradients, stations, signal boxes and signal placement, viaducts and tunnels will complete your experience. With 'Trainz

Simulator: Settle and Carlisle' you will almost believe that you are there.
There is semaphore signaling with new logic, and water troughs to replenish the tender whilst on the move. AWS (Automatic

Warning System) is fitted to some diesel locomotives to give advance indication of the signaling, this provides extra security for
the safe running of your consist.

For this steeply graded route large locomotives have been provided, including the powerful Britannia and A3 Pacifics, the LMS
8F 2-8-0 and the BR 9F 2-10-0. The LMS 4F 0-6-0 is included for the lighter trains and for shunting work a choice of the LMS

3F and the L&Y 2F 0-6-0 tank engines. All these locomotives have a multiple choice of running numbers and adjustable
headlamp codes. The diesels include the large Class 40 (Whistler) and the versatile Class 37. The smaller Class 24 is included

for lighter duties.
For rolling stock there is a new range of Mk1 coaches and an impressive array of new goods vehicles. These include the 4 and 6
wheel tankers, the anhydrite hopper wagons, the Presflo for powder loads. Other goods vehicles will include a variety of vans,

open wagons and flat tops to represent the typical goods traffic of the time. The ubiquitous brake van has not been forgotten, of
course.
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Not nearly as good as the first one and the first one was pretty bad already. It's rather terrible.. I bought this game/music
visualizer solely for the screensaver modes it has, and man, I couldn't be happier I bought this.

I listened to some music that made a great combo with Polynomial 2 (Music by "Atyya" I got from bandcamp) because it is
sorta psycodelic itself and very atmospheric.

If you enjoy music normally and have a VR headset, you NEED Polynomial 2!. A very pleasant visual novel with a magical
elements. I liked the many choices and also possibility of solving the issues in different ways. The art of the game is rather
pretty and I enjoyed the music too.

Only thing I STRONGLY disliked was the typical ending slide with "oh what if I could have made different choices and gotten
the TRUE ENDING..." Is it really necessary? What is this ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t with "true ending" anyway? I loved my ending, but
noooooo, you gotta make the protagonist look wistfully out of the window so that the player feels compelled to replay and get
this ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t "true" ending. Way to dismiss all your great dramatic endings which don't end with sugarcoated "everyone is
happy now" ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t.. Disclaimer: I couldn’t stand to finish this human catastrophe of a game. It is just too bad. I gave it a
try again after some weeks, realised, who awful this♥♥♥♥♥♥is, and abandoned it until the end is nigh for me.

That said, just let me add, that “Watchmen: The end is nigh” is pretty much one of the most stupid things on steam. The whole
thing is just bloody awful, the graphics are ugly, the levels are boring and repetitive, you fight pretty much the same guy cloned
a thousand times, because all enemies look the same. Talking of the fights: The whole game is always and constant the same dull
repetition: Run along some corridor, beat down some dudes through the same stupid, repetitive, boring combat system, continue
to run, split up, run, fight, meet Rorschach/Night Owl again, run, fight, get bored as hell.
The story is a joke. A simple, stupid, bad joke made from cynical WarnerBros. Which obviously only tried to make a fast buck
out of the Watchmen franchise. This stupid, dull rubbish is NOT at all worth the name “Watchmen”. There is no deep story
(until the point, where I finally gave up), pretty much all appearance of characters you know are nothing else then unmotivated,
senseless fan service at most. Nothing of this pathetic piece of digital♥♥♥♥♥♥is in any way worth the name “Watchmen”.

♥♥♥♥ this game. And ♥♥♥♥ everyone who is responsible for it.. My opinion about this locomotive is probably deformed by
the very fact, that I owned a scale model of this loco when I was a boy...

What to say, what was not said already?

This steamer is easy enough to drive, it is really iconical piece of equipment, it goes extremely well with all older german
coaches (both DR and DB alike).

The only downside is, that this should not be in the "Pro" range, this is solid "run of the mill" game locomotive, nothing more,
nothing less.

I bought this when there was no "Pro" range and this one was just another "normal" loco. Therefore, I am giving it thumbs up
(though I can understand, that buying this as a "Pro" model is probably a letdown).. Really good dlc! Always fun to fish after
bass with ultralight rod! Its also worth the money ^^
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Overall I liked the game, but there were parts that needed a bit more work. I couldn't find any real romance options or even a
character that you could romance, and it was a lot shorter than I expected. It is a new idea and I would play a sequal if it is
released.. Flying cars. Literally flying cars. It's all anyone's ever wanted. It's glorious. Perhaps too much so, considering there
doesn't seem to be anyone online.

Don't let the glory frighten you.
Rejoice in it, or what could've been a Glorious Mountain of Epicness will become a Glorious Hole of Despair.

No one wants to use an online glory hole. (If you do, well, I'm sure there are certain websites specifically cut out for your taste.)

Racing Games for the Racing Games God! Flying Games for the Flying Game Throne!
KRAUTSCAPE for both!. A few hours of great fun.. Simply put this game is sorta like Hitman: Blood Money in a WWII
setting.

This game is hard. It requires real stealth. I love the fact the the 3rd Reich symbols aren't censored. The level design is nice with
interesting subject matter. The disguise system is great. You get to choose from many different items to take on a mission
during your briefing. Briefings are quite complex just as your missions are. A single level can take quite a long time.

I'm really looking forward to the 3rd one. I supported the kickstarter and saw it fail. It's such a great series and hardly anyone
knows about it. Must be a marketing/pr issue :(

Anyways, if you like stealth games buy this!!! If you like WWII themes, weapons and vehicles (that are drivable) buy this!. Nice
Skill and Damage. Wow took A chance with this game because It reminded me Of A game I played when I was A kid called
Jakal on the Nintendo Was one of my favorites when I was Young. $1.79 on sale. If you like tanks and blowing stuff
up,upgrades,and leveling up your tanks this Is a awesome game. 2 Thumbs up.. Early Access Review)

The base game even in early access is very good; and while I haven't read ANY of the reviews posted on this game, I suspect
that new players with little patience or an aversion to analytics may find the early access version boring at times, and for that
reason I would say that "adults" are the target market for early access.

So if you are a sucker for management games and love football then definitaly give this a go. If you also enjoy playing the
fantasy football leagues (e.g. FPL, etc.) and are forever tinkering away at your team while fighting the urge to do extra transfers
each weak then this game is a must-buy. Your FPL team will love you for it.

The exciting upcoming feature in a couple of weeks is the introduction of youth leagues. I suspect this will more than adequately
satisfy those that find 90MF a bit slow at the present. For it to be truly great however (as with most mmo's) it could do with a
larger base. So don't be shy, you'll just make the game bigger and better and have a say in how it evolves,

Based on the effort, comittment, communication, involvement, and approachability displayed by the Devs and Admins I would
rate this game as having tons of genuine potential beyond what is already a good game.

There are no smoke and mirrors about this dev team - they are working to make it better, and genuinely value your opinions and
in my experience have been fantastic. You will see the devs/admins actively engaging the game community via the forums,
podcasts, and often hangout online in the game chat lobby where they are willing to answer random questions, take feedback,
provide updates, and generally listen and respond to the player base on the smallest to the biggest issues. In this day and age, i
find this level of interaction very refreshing and as such should be celebrated as a big positive.

So for those that can relate to my review, my Buy/Sell/Hold recommendation is: BUY
. 0000000000000. its not worth 20 $ for a poorly optimized game and a building simulater. legends of quna epic track
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